Heating and air conditioning wiring diagrams

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of central air conditioner wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified traditional pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. It shows the components of the
circuit as simplified shapes, and the power and signal connections between the devices. A
wiring diagram normally gives info concerning the relative setting and plan of tools as well as
terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial layout
would show much more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes an extra
symbolic notation to stress affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
commonly utilized to repair issues and also making certain that all the links have actually been
made which every little thing is existing. Assortment of central air conditioner wiring diagram.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
A wiring diagram is a simple graph of the physical connections and also physical design of an
electric system or circuit. It shows just how the electric cords are adjoined and can additionally
show where fixtures and elements might be linked to the system. Use circuitry diagrams to aid
in building or producing the circuit or electronic device. They are likewise useful for making
repair services. Do It Yourself lovers utilize wiring diagrams but they are likewise typical in
house structure and also auto repair. A home building contractor will desire to validate the
physical place of electric outlets as well as light fixtures making use of a wiring diagram to
avoid costly errors and constructing code violations. A schematic shows the strategy and also
function for an electric circuit, but is not worried with the physical format of the cables. Wiring
layouts demonstrate how the wires are attached and where they ought to found in the real
gadget, as well as the physical links between all the elements. Unlike a photographic diagram, a
wiring diagram utilizes abstract or streamlined shapes and lines to reveal parts. Photographic
representations are usually images with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical
parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it implies the lines are attached. A lot of
icons made use of on a wiring diagram resemble abstract versions of the real items they
represent. For instance, a switch will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the
cord, a lot like a light button you could turn on and off. A resistor will certainly be represented
with a collection of squiggles signifying the restriction of existing flow. An antenna is a straight
line with 3 tiny lines branching off at its end, a lot like a genuine antenna. Dear contributor.
Thank you for your generosity. I am conducting a training seminar for high school graduates
who are interested in AC. You course is just what we need to introduce HVAC topics to these
young students.. I need a password to open the PDF document for the course. Kindly assist.
Thank you. Assalamualaikum sir I want to learn.. Will you give me any suggest about the r.
Fantastic post! It is great to have contributors that will share their vast knowledge with those of
us who "fall a dollar short here and there Thank you so much for sharing! Leave a comment to
help all for better understanding. The Electrical wiring diagrams for Typical Air conditioning
equipment. The main types and equipments in common Air conditioning systems were:.
Window air conditioning unit casing houses the following components: see Fig. Here we are
interested on how the main power cord is connected inside the unit and this can be explained
as follow see Fig. A- Inside the unit the main power cord is split to:. B- Hot wire goes to the
selector switch on a window unit to feed power to the vital parts, compressor and fan motor as
follows:. The split systems are individual systems in which the two heat exchangers are
separated one outside, one inside see Fig. There are two main parts of the split air conditioner
which are:. This unit is installed outside the room or office space which is to be cooled and
houses important components of the air conditioner like:. The most common type of the indoor
unit is the wall mounted type though other types like ceiling mounted and floor mounted are
also used. The indoor unit produces the cooling effect inside the room or the office and houses
the following components:. The split air conditioning units are fed from either:. There is a signal
cable also connecting the control in the indoor unit with the control in the outdoor unit. A split
system describes an air conditioning or heat pump system that is split into two sections see
Fig. The outdoor unit is located outside usually on the ground but sometimes on the roof. It
houses the following components:. The indoor section usually located in an interior closet or
garage. The Electrical wiring in Split Packaged units consists of 3 main parts as follows:. The
branch circuit will originate from one of the three pole Overcurrent protective device OCPD
included in an electrical panel. Then go through raceway system conduits, ducts, â€¦ to :. This
part has 2 mode for operation which are:. The thermostat send signal in 2 directions as follows:.
B- In the heat Mode: see Fig. Also, the thermostat, in this mode, sends signal in 2 directions as
follows:. So, the complete wiring diagram will be as in Fig. The thermostat usually have 5
positions which are Off â€” Cold â€” Auto â€” Heat â€” on. You can find in below some
examples for wiring diagrams for split packaged units with different starting methods in Fig.
The power Schematic diagram for Rooftop packaged units is shown in Fig. Back To. Email This
BlogThis! Unknown November 4, at PM. Unknown January 30, at PM. Anonymous July 26, at

PM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. The selector switch also
sends the power via hot wire to the compressor, but the compressor will not operate until the
thermostat comes to the on position, then the compressor will operates and the cooling cycle
begin. It is always factory wiring and from our point of view as electrical power engineers, it will
not affect our work at all. However, we provide some examples for the electrical wiring diagrams
including control wiring for reference as in below Fig. In units for one outdoor unit there are two
indoor units which can be placed in two different rooms or at two different locations inside a
large room. A packaged air conditioning unit is a self-contained air conditioner. It provides the
cooling, heating and the motion of the air. All the components needed for cooling, heating, and
air movement are assembled in a steel casing. Most packaged units use semi hermetic
compressors which mean that the motor and compressor unit are mounted in one housing.
Leave a comment to help all for better understanding. It is the most common type of wiring
Diagrams. It is called ladder because the symbols that are used to represent the components in
the system have been placed on the rungs of a ladder. In electrical schematics, the symbols
stand for various components in the circuit, and the lines stand for the wires connecting them.
The intention of the overall schematic is to show how the circuit functions, not how it actually
looks. A wiring schematic shows the condition of a piece of equipment when there is no power
being applied to the unit. If there is any deviation from this practice, there will be an explanatory
note on the schematic. Before you begin looking at electrical schematic diagrams, though,
remember that there are always five basic components to any schematic:. This diagram is used
primarily by the installing contractor. It normally shows only what the terminal board
connections are, and very rarely will it include any internal wiring of the unit. In order to read
electrical Schematics, you need to be familiar with the following:. The most important symbols
used in electrical schematics are:. Power supplies may be indicated by solid lines or by dashed
or dotted lines. B- Wiring:. Wiring identification: see Fig. Every manufacturer can identify the
wires used in electrical diagrams by one of the following methods:. Note :. The used wiring
identification method should be clearly indicated in the legend that accompanies the drawing.
C- Switches:. A switch is a device that interrupts power to the load. It may be:. You must note
that in electrical wiring schematic the position of the switch is shown as it appears when there
is no power applied to that circuit. The dashed line in the switch symbols represents the
mechanical connection that makes the contacts move together, but these contacts are not
connected electrically. Pressure and temperature controls are switches; they also may be
configured with various combinations of poles and throws. Loads are devices that consume
power and convert it to some other form of energy, such as motion or heat. They may be
motors, heaters, lights, or other pieces of equipment. A transformer is a type of
power-consuming device, but rather than converting energy, a transformer changes the voltage
or current. There are two basic configurations used in schematics today to show the
approximate placement of loads, switches, and different power or supply voltages. ASide-by-Side Arrangement:. In this arrangement, Manufacturers usually place motors and other
power-consuming components on the right side of the diagram. This is called the load side. The
switches and other controllers are placed on the left side of the diagram. This is called the line
side. B- Up-and-Down Arrangement:. In this arrangement, the schematic is divided into:.
Normally the high-voltage section is placed at the top of the diagram, and the low-voltage
section is placed at the bottom of the diagram see Figure The vertical lines at the outer edges of
the diagram represent the source of electric power. All control devices and load devices are
located on the horizontal lines between these outer vertical lines. An easy way to determine the
different voltages in this type of schematic is to look for the transformer. It normally is the
dividing line for voltage changes. Electrical schematics utilize a similar system. Take a look at
Fig. This is the same schematic of a packaged air conditioner that you saw in Fig. These
numbers are used to indicate the relative location of each horizontal line in the diagram. If a line
falls between two numbers, the number lower on the page generally is used as the location
reference. This type of line-numbering system can be very useful in helping the reader identify
the location of a specific component on the schematic, as well as its controlling switch. ANumbers on Left hand side of the diagram:. In Fig. Similarly, in Fig. Now look at the lower
portion of the wiring diagram in Fig. B- Numbers on Right hand side of the diagram:. These
numbers designate the line location of relay contacts. Likewise, the numbers 7, 11, and 35 in the
right-hand margin of Fig. C- Underlined Numbers:. Note that the 35 is underlined. An underlined
number signifies a normally closed contact and, conversely, a number that is not underlined
signifies a normally open contact. For more information about electrical diagrams, please
review the following Articles:. Back To. Email This BlogThis! Unknown February 13, at AM.
Unknown April 16, at PM. Unknown January 30, at PM. Unknown October 6, at AM. Newer Post
Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. This information designed by the

electrical designer will be and must appear on the electrical drawings for proper installation by
the electrical contractor. The above points can be fulfilled by understanding the electrical wiring
diagram of individual HVAC equipment and of the whole system also. Usually, the electrical
wiring diagram of any HVAC equipment can be acquired from the manufacturer of this
equipment who provides the electrical wiring diagram in the user's manual see Fig. Compare
Fig. Today it is not uncommon for some manufacturers to show both types of diagrams on their
equipment. A- Side-by-Side Arrangement: In this arrangement, Manufacturers usually place
motors and other power-consuming components on the right side of the diagram. Contact
Standard. The air conditioning system includes the following components:. The furnace blower
passes air across the evaporator coil. During this process, the air cools as it comes in contact
with the cold coil and heat transfers from the air to the refrigerant. Condenser Coil: This part of
the air conditioning system cools removes heat from refrigerant and is located in the outdoor
condenser unit. Compressor: A machine used to s
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upply air or other gas at increased pressure, located in the outdoor condenser unit. Refrigerant
Filled Tubing: Circulates refrigerant between outdoor condenser unit and indoor evaporator
coil. Return Air Duct from rooms : A duct carrying air from a conditioned space to the mixing air
duct or plenum unit. Filter: A porous device for removing impurities or solid particles from the
air that passes through it. An air handler is usually a large metal box containing a blower,
heating or cooling elements, filter racks or chambers, sound attenuators, and dampers. Air
handlers usually connect to a ductwork ventilation system that distributes the conditioned air
through the building and returns it to the AHU. Air Supply Duct to rooms : A duct that carries
conditioned air from air supply units to room diffusers or grilles. This field is for validation
purposes and should be left unchanged. Minneapolis Location. Saint Paul Location. Providing
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